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We compare several different detection and equalization methods for bit patterned media recording channels. We consider a scheme
that utilizes a joint-track equalization technique followed by a Viterbi detector. For certain recording densities, simulation results show
that it has essentially the same performance as an optimal detector but with reduced detection complexity. Furthermore, it outperforms
another scheme of the same complexity previously described in the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T HE superparamagnetic effect poses an obstacle to in-
creasing the areal density in perpendicular recording.

Bit patterned media (BPM) recording is one method being
proposed to circumvent the density limitations imposed by this
effect [1]. In BPM, magnetic bits are recorded on pre-defined,
single-domain “islands.”

It is conceivable that early generations of BPM will utilize
read heads whose dimensions are larger than an island of mag-
netization. For such a scenario, we introduced a technique to
compute the output of BPM recording channels [2]. This tech-
nique allows the signal contribution due to the inter-track inter-
ference (ITI) from adjacent tracks to be evaluated.

In this paper, the read head centered over the main track spans
a specified fraction of the outer tracks (upper track and lower
track, respectively). This is shown schematically in Fig. 1. If bi-
nary data is recorded on each track, the triplet of islands rep-
resents one of 8 possible recorded “symbols.” That is, each
symbol represents three independent bits stored on the upper,
main, and lower track.

Several detection and equalization methods have been pro-
posed for channels with ITI. The performance of the read
channel in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) was analyzed under maximum-likelihood (ML)
symbol sequence detection in [2]. The complexity of an ML
detector for the bit sequence written on the main track is sub-
stantial in the presence of ITI. In [3], a detector that utilizes ML
symbol sequence detection and outputs the middle bit of each
detected symbol in the ML symbol sequence was introduced.
To reduce the detection complexity, in [4], a decision feedback
equalizer (DFE) that uses the previously detected upper track
data was proposed. In [5], ML symbol sequence detection with
joint-track equalization was described. A maximum a posteriori
(MAP) bit detector was derived in [6]. In [7], a one-dimensional
(1-D) equalizer was designed where a partial-response (PR)
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the magnetoresistive head and patterned magnetic
medium.

target was chosen to match the channel response of the main
track. For detection, the Viterbi algorithm was utilized on a
modified trellis where the number of states corresponded to the
PR target. The modified trellis was obtained by adding branches
to take into account the ITI from immediately adjacent bits on
the outer tracks.

In [8] and [9], a two-dimensional (2-D) generalized partial-re-
sponse (GPR) equalizer that eliminates the ITI followed by a
Viterbi detector was introduced. In [9], the use of iterative deci-
sion feedback detection (IDFD) was proposed. For IDFD or 2-D
equalization, multiple 1-D waveforms were required as inputs
rather than a single 1-D waveform as in the methods described
above. These multiple 1-D waveforms might be obtained by
reading multiple adjacent tracks or by utilizing multi-head read
elements.

In this work, we consider the detection of the bit sequence
written on the main track only. In Section II, we first review
the read channel model described in [2]. Later, we discuss head
and media configurations for different recording densities. In
Section III, we study ML bit sequence detection and MAP bit
detection. In Section IV, we review briefly several previously
designed 1-D and 2-D equalizers. We adapt a joint-track equal-
izer introduced in [5] to BPM recording channels. In Section V,
we propose a scheme that utilizes the joint-track equalizer fol-
lowed by a Viterbi detector. We compare the performance and
the complexity of this scheme with schemes that utilize op-
timal bit detection or optimal symbol sequence detection, and
the scheme introduced in [7]. The latter scheme consists of 1-D
equalization with a PR target followed by the Viterbi algorithm
that works on the modified trellis as described above. We have
also considered the scheme introduced in [7] with optimized
1-D equalizer/target coefficients.

0018-9464/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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TABLE I
MEDIA CONFIGURATIONS

II. READ CHANNEL MODEL

In the read channel model [2], the islands are arranged on
a rectangular grid with each island representing a single bit as
shown in Fig. 1. In the figure, and represent the dimen-
sions of the islands in the down-track and cross-track directions,
respectively. Center to center island distance is denoted by
in the down-track direction whereas it is denoted by in the
cross-track direction.

Reading is accomplished with a finite track-width magnetore-
sistive (MR) head with infinitely wide shields. The head poten-
tial distribution is obtained using reciprocity calculations and
is modified for the presence of a soft underlayer (SUL) using
the method of multiple images [10], [11]. The contribution of
a magnetized island to the readback signal is evaluated as the
integral of the head potential distribution over that island.

The readback signal is passed through a low-pass filter, fol-
lowed by a sampler with a sampling interval corresponding to
the down-track island separation. Electronics noise, modeled as
AWGN, is assumed to corrupt the output of the read head.

We consider recording densities between 1 Tb/in and 2
Tb/in . The same read head of width 40 nm, with a gap width
20 nm, and MR element thickness 7 nm is utilized for different
recording densities. Table I shows media configurations for
the recording densities considered in this study. Note that
the parameter which determines the track period is set to
25 nm whereas the parameter is scaled down to obtain
higher recording densities. By setting the parameter to a
fixed value, we obtain a relatively constant amount of ITI for
different recording densities. For certain recording densities,
the noiseless sampled discrete-time readback model can be
represented by a 3 3 channel response matrix

(1)

Here, the inter-symbol interference (ISI) is limited to 2 sym-
bols. Each entry in the channel response matrix represents
the relative contribution of each island that the head senses. Let

(2)

(3)

Fig. 2. Read channel model.

Fig. 3. State and branch labeling for the channel response matrix� .

and

(4)

where denotes the delay operator. Then, , ,
and represent the channel transfer polynomials of the
upper, main, and lower tracks, respectively. A schematic of the
sampled read channel model is shown in Fig. 2. The channel
inputs are assumed to be independent, identically distributed
(i.i.d.), equiprobable binary sequences , , and

, where . The noise samples
are assumed to be independent, zero-mean Gaussian

random variables with variance . Then, the readback signal
at time index is

(5)

where is the noiseless output signal.
The channel given in (1) has a memory of two symbols where

each symbol takes on eight values. The input and noiseless
output sequences of this channel can then be described by a
trellis with states and eight outgoing branches from
each state to eight follower states. Each state at time index
is labeled with the symbols at time indices and ,
respectively. From each state at time index , there are eight
outgoing branches to eight different states at time index .
The branches emanating from the state at time index are
labeled by the input symbol at time index and the noiseless
output corresponding to this state transition. This is shown
in Fig. 3.

For the case where the channel has cross-track symmetry, that
is, when , , and , the
input and noiseless output sequences can be represented with
a trellis that has states. For convenience, we define a
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Fig. 4. State and branch labeling for the channel response matrix � with a
cross-track symmetry.

channel response matrix with this cross-track symmetry as
follows:

(6)

Each state at time index is labeled with four quantities: the sum
of the bits on the upper and lower tracks at time index , the
sum of the bits on the upper and lower tracks at time index ,
the bit on the main track at time index , and the bit on the
main track at time index . Each branch is labeled in a manner
similar to the case of channel response in (1). This is shown
in Fig. 4. The sum of the bits written on the upper and lower
tracks at time index takes three different values as follows:

if and
if and
if and
if and .

(7)

Therefore, the trellis representing the channel input and noise-
less channel output sequences has
different states. If we denote the noiseless channel outputs at
time index for the input by and
for the input by , we find that

(8)

(9)

It is seen from (8) and (9) that and are equal. There
are two such pairs of inputs for which the noiseless channel
outputs are the same, i.e., one pair when and one pair
when . Therefore, in this trellis structure, more than
one input symbol sequence may generate the same noiseless
output sequence. When using this trellis as the basis for symbol
detection, we may have to use a restricted input symbol alphabet
[2]. Alternatively, we may use the reduced-state trellis for only
detection of the bit sequence recorded on the main track.

In addition to the cross-track symmetry, if the corner entries
, , , and are equal to zero, the input and

the noiseless output sequences can be represented with a 4-state
trellis [7]. For convenience, we define a channel response matrix

having the cross-track symmetry and with the corner entries
equal to zero as follows:

(10)

Details of the trellis for this channel and detectors for pending
the input sequence on the main track are described in the next
section.

III. DETECTION

In this section, we study ML bit sequence detection and MAP
bit detection for the sequence written on the main track, .

A. ML Bit Sequence Detection

The ML bit sequence detected from the main track is the se-
quence that maximizes , i.e.,

�
�

�

�
� �

�� � �

�
� �

� �� � �� � (11)

where represents the detector input samples and
represents the joint a priori probability of the bit sequences
and . Since the sequences and are i.i.d. equiprobable,

�
�

� �

� �� � (12)

The complexity involved in the maximization of is
proportional to the number of distinct pairs . There-
fore, it is substantial. As stated in [5], if at a high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), the conditional densities involved in (12) are dom-
inated by one particular pair , the following approxi-
mation can be made:

�
� �

� �� �

� �� ��
� �� � (13)

The right-hand side of (13) corresponds to joint ML sequence
detection for , , and , i.e., ML symbol sequence detec-
tion. Thus, a detection scheme, based on the Viterbi algorithm,
that outputs the middle bit of each detected symbol in the ML
symbol sequence can be viewed as a high SNR approximation
for ML bit sequence detection. For channels with a cross-track
symmetry, ML symbol sequence detector works on the 36-state
trellis described in the previous section.

When the channel response matrix is equal to as defined
in (10), the ML bit sequence can be obtained using the Viterbi
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Fig. 5. State and branch labeling for the channel response matrix� .

algorithm with a modified branch metric on a 4-state trellis with
four parallel branches between each connected pair of states.
Each branch is labeled by the channel input bit on the upper
track at time index , the channel input bit on the main track
at time index , the channel input bit on the lower track at time
index , and the noiseless channel output . This is shown
in Fig. 5. We represent each state at time index with , where

(14)

Let denote the length of the input bit sequence .
We assume that the initial and final states and are
known. There is a one-to-one correspondence between state
sequences and input bit sequences

written on the main track.
Therefore, the ML bit sequence detector finds the state se-
quence that maximizes , i.e.,

(15)

Define

(16)

Maximizing is the same as minimizing and
the latter can be expressed as

(17)

The detector can be implemented using the Viterbi algorithm
with a modified branch metric equal to . We can ex-
press as follows:

� ��� � � ���

� �

� ������ ����� � ���

� � ��� ������ �����

������ �����

� � ��� ������ �����

������ �����

� � ��� ������ �����

������ �����

� � ��� ������ �����

������ ����� (18)

The detection algorithm based upon (18) can be thought of
in terms of the Viterbi algorithm operating on a 4-state trellis
where a single branch replaces the four parallel branches be-
tween connected states. The branch metric for this single branch
is given by (18). This detector is an ML detector for the bit se-
quence written on the main track.

Another detector which operates on a 4-state trellis which has
three parallel branches between connected states was described
in [7]. As stated in [7], that detector first finds the best branch
out of the parallel branches between connected states. The two
detectors are not the same in that there are situations where for
a given noisy output sequence they will choose different input
sequences. Since our detector is an ML detector, it follows that
the detector described in [7] is not truly an ML detector.

B. MAP Bit Detection

The Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm outputs the
a posteriori probability (APP) for each symbol given the de-
tector input samples. Here, we present only a brief review of the
BCJR algorithm and highlight the modification needed to ob-
tain the APP for the bit written on the main track corresponding
to 1 and 1. This modification was derived in [6]. A detailed
description of the BCJR algorithm can be found in [12].

The BCJR algorithm operates on the trellis representing the
noiseless channel output sequences. It recursively computes the
forward state metrics and the backward state metrics, which are
combined with the branch metrics to produce the APP of each
symbol.

If represents a recorded bit on the main track at time index
and represents the detector input samples, the modified BCJR

algorithm outputs

(19)

(20)

Here, and are the set of symbols at time index , where
equals 1 and 1, respectively. Note that when the channel

response has a cross-track symmetry, the 36-state trellis de-
scribed in Section II can also be utilized for MAP bit detection.

IV. EQUALIZATION

In this section, we review several previously designed equal-
izers for BPM recording channels. We later adapt the use of a
joint-track equalizer introduced in [5] in the context of single-
head/single-track detection for perpendicular recording chan-
nels to BPM recording channels.

A. Related Equalization Techniques

In [13], 1-D minimum mean-square error (MMSE) finite
impulse response (FIR) equalizers were discussed for BPM
recording channels. A block diagram of this 1-D equalization,
where the ITI was treated as noise, is shown in Fig. 6. The
channel response can be equalized to a desired target, ,
using an FIR filter, . Define to be the
difference between the equalized channel sample and the
desired target sample at time index . The 1-D equalizer with
FIR minimizes the mean-square error (MSE), . If
a target has not been specified, the FIR filter and
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Fig. 6. 1-D MMSE equalizer design with FIR ���� and with a 1-D target ����
for BPM recording channels.

the target are found simultaneously [14]. A 1-D MMSE
FIR equalizer was also used in [7] where the FIR target was
chosen to match the ISI of the main track.

Two-dimensional (2-D) equalization techniques have been
used to shape 2-D channels such as holographic storage sys-
tems. The use of a 2-D GPR equalizer was proposed for BPM
recording channels in [8] and [9]. Since this work is constrained
to single track detection with single 1-D waveform obtained by
a single read head, we only briefly review this 2-D equalization
method that requires multiple 1-D waveforms as inputs.

In [8] and [9], the inputs to the 2-D equalizer were mul-
tiple 1-D waveforms which were obtained by reading multiple
adjacent tracks. A monic constraint on the target response of
the main track was imposed as well as an additional constraint
that forces the ITI to zero. This method offered performance
improvement compared to the 1-D equalization techniques de-
scribed above. In [9], a simplified 2-D equalization technique
produced the same results as in [8].

B. Joint-Track Equalization

In this study, we adapt the joint-track equalization technique
introduced in [5] to BPM recording channels. The read channel
model assumed is the same multi-input single-output system
shown in Fig. 2. The joint-track equalization technique consists
of a 1-D equalizer shown in Fig. 7(a). This 1-D equalizer not
only equalizes the main track to a 1-D target but also equalizes
all three tracks to a 2-D target as shown in Fig. 7(b). In contrast,
the previously designed 1-D equalizers described in [13] and [7]
only equalize the main track to a 1-D target.

In the joint-track equalization process, we design an MMSE
equalizer with FIR using an adaptation
of the method in [14] but with a 3 3 target response

(21)

Let

(22)

(23)

and

(24)

Fig. 7. (a) Block diagram for joint-track equalizer design. (b) Equivalent block
diagram where � represents the colored noise sample after equalization.

where , , and represent the targets for the
upper, main, and lower track, respectively.

In [15], for a perpendicular magnetic recording channel with
two interfering tracks, a joint-track equalizer with a monic con-
straint for the track to be detected was used. In contrast to the
derivation in [15], by representing the 2-D data sequence and the
2-D target polynomial coefficients by vectors, the 2-D target de-
sign problem can be converted into a 1-D form. This method was
used previously in [8], [16], and [9]. The joint-track equalizer
can be obtained by setting the number of read heads to 1 and
modifying the constraint matrix to incorporate the constraints
on the target in the equalization design of [8] and [9].

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we compare the performance and the com-
plexity of several different schemes for recording densities of 1,
1.2, 1.4, 1.7, 1.75, and 2 Tb/in . We utilize a medium employing
an SUL [2] with the media configurations shown in Table I. For
a recording density of 1 Tb/in , the extent of ISI is limited to
two symbols. For higher recording densities, the extent of ISI
becomes four symbols due to the decreasing island separation
distance in the down-track direction.
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A. Recording Density of 1 Tb/in

For a recording density of 1 Tb/in , we utilize two different
channel responses and . Channel is obtained by a
medium with no SUL [7] whereas channel is obtained by
a medium employing an SUL [2]

(25)

(26)

The negative entries in (25) are due to the assumption of no SUL.
For channels and , we compare five different schemes.

The first scheme utilizes an optimal bit detector, i.e., MAP bit
detector. This scheme uses a reduced-state trellis with 36 states
and eight outgoing branches per state as described Section II.
The second scheme was introduced by Nabavi et al. [7]. Their
scheme consists of a 1-D MMSE FIR equalizer with a PR target
that closely matches the channel response of the main track.
They represented their detector with a modified trellis that has
four states with three parallel branches between each pair of
connected states. Note that for the modified trellis, only the
ITI from immediately adjacent bits are taken into account. The
Viterbi algorithm with the squared-Euclidean metric is utilized
to detect the symbol sequence. Since the detection of the main
track sequence is considered, the detected bits belonging to the
outer tracks obtained from the survivor branch out of the par-
allel branches are discarded. For channels and , PR tar-
gets and are chosen, respectively.

Simulation results for these two schemes are shown in Figs. 8
and 9. The numerical results for the second scheme were taken
from [7] for channel . The SNR is defined as follows:

(27)

where is the peak value of the readback signal of an isolated
island and is the variance of the noise. Here, .

It can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9 that at a target bit error rate of
, for channels and , the scheme that utilizes optimal

bit detection provides gains of 1.5 dB and 0.6 dB as compared
to the scheme that utilizes 1-D equalization with the specified
PR targets, respectively. For channels and , simulation
results not shown here indicate that the scheme that utilizes an
ML symbol sequence detector and outputs the middle bit of each
detected symbol gives similar bit error rates compared to the
scheme utilizing optimal bit detection.

We propose another scheme that utilizes joint-track equal-
ization technique described in Section IV-B. For certain head
and media configurations, the contribution of the corner entries
to the readback signal is close to zero. Therefore, our target
is a 3 3 matrix defined in (21) with the corner entries

, , , and set equal to zero and the middle
entry set equal to 1. The detector trellis has four states with
four parallel branches between each connected pair of states as
shown in Section III-A. We use the Viterbi algorithm with the
squared-Euclidean metric to detect the symbol sequence. The
detector then outputs the middle bit of each detected symbol in
this sequence. Since the equalizer colors the electronics noise,

Fig. 8. Simulation results for channel � (no SUL, 1 Tb/in ). The acronyms
SEM and MBM denote the squared-Euclidean metric and the modified branch
metric, respectively.

Fig. 9. Simulation results for channel� (SUL, 1 Tb/in ).

this detector is no longer ML. Note that the difference between
the proposed scheme with the squared-Euclidean metric and
the scheme described in [7] is the equalization methods uti-
lized. However, both schemes have the same detection method.
We also utilize the Viterbi algorithm with the modified branch
metric defined by (18). This detector also does not output the
ML bit sequence due to the noise coloration. For the perfor-
mance curves, we utilize the acronyms SEM and MBM for the
squared-Euclidean metric and the modified branch metric, re-
spectively. Simulation results indicate that the proposed scheme
with the squared-Euclidean metric or with the modified branch
metric give virtually the same results. Note that computation of
the modified branch metric is more complicated than computa-
tion of the squared-Euclidean metric.

We also consider the scheme in [7] with optimized 1-D equal-
izer/target coefficients. For this, different target choices are uti-
lized. Simulation results show that the scheme in [7] has the best
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performance when 1-D equalizer and target coefficients are ob-
tained simultaneously in the MSE minimization process.

In all equalized systems, the FIR filters are limited to 11
taps. Simulation results in Figs. 8 and 9 show that the pro-
posed scheme with joint-track equalization and the scheme with
optimized 1-D equalizer/target coefficients essentially have the
same performance as the scheme utilizing optimal bit detection.

B. Higher Recording Densities

For recording densities of 1.2 Tb/in , 1.4 Tb/in , 1.75
Tb/in , and 2 Tb/in , we have the following channel responses,
respectively:

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

These channels have memory of four symbols, so the scheme
that utilizes optimal bit detection or ML symbol sequence de-
tection utilize a reduced-state trellis with states. The
computational complexity for optimal bit detection is very high.
Therefore, we utilize only the ML symbol sequence detector that
outputs the middle bit of each detected symbol. Note that this
scheme can be viewed as a high SNR approximation for ML bit
sequence detection as discussed in Section III-A.

In all equalized systems, the target length is limited to 3. For
channel , we choose a PR target [0.2, 1, 0.2] that closely
matches to the channel response of the main track. In channels

, , and , in addition to the ITI from immediately adja-
cent bits on the outer tracks, the ITI from other bits is also sig-
nificant. The performance curves not shown here indicate that
the scheme using 1-D equalization with a PR target has poor
performance for channels , , and .

Simulation results for channel are shown in Fig. 10. It is
seen that the scheme that utilizes ML symbol sequence detec-
tion offers 1.8 dB gain compared to the scheme that utilizes 1-D
equalization with the PR target [0.2, 1, 0.2]. Simulation results
also show that the proposed scheme with joint-track equaliza-
tion and the scheme with optimized 1-D equalizer/target coef-
ficients have the same performance as the scheme utilizing ML
symbol sequence detection.

Simulation results are shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 for
channels , , and , respectively. For channels and

, the scheme that utilizes ML symbol sequence detection
offers 0.5 dB and 5 dB gain as compared to the proposed
scheme with joint-track equalization at a target bit error rate
of . For channels and , the proposed scheme with
joint-track equalization performs poorly as compared to the
scheme that utilizes ML symbol sequence detection. This is
due to severe noise coloration. This suggests choosing targets,

Fig. 10. Simulation results for channel� (SUL, 1.2 Tb/in ).

Fig. 11. Simulation results for channel� (SUL, 1.4 Tb/in ).

such as a longer target, which introduce less noise coloration or
a noise whitening process before detection.

Simulation results show that for the channels considered
above, the proposed scheme with joint-track equalization does
not provide any gain compared to the scheme with optimized
1-D equalizer/target coefficients. We observe that the channels
considered above have similar levels of ITI. Therefore, we
study channels which have higher levels of ITI compared to the
channels above. For this, consider channels and

(32)

(33)

Channels and are obtained for the media configurations
where nm, , , and

nm corresponding to 1.7 Tb/in . The MR head with the same
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Fig. 12. Simulation results for channel� (SUL, 1.75 Tb/in ).

Fig. 13. Simulation results for channel� (SUL, 2 Tb/in ).

parameters described in Section II is utilized for channel
whereas only the width of the MR element is raised to 41 nm
from 40 nm for channel .

For channel , BER curves in Fig. 14 show that there is
performance difference which is 0.6 dB at a target BER
between the proposed scheme with joint-track equalization and
the scheme with optimized 1-D equalizer/target coefficients.
However, for channel , the proposed scheme with joint-track
equalization outperforms the scheme with optimized 1-D
equalizer/target coefficients with 1.8 dB at a target BER
as shown in Fig. 15. Note also that the scheme that outputs the
middle bit sequence in the ML symbol sequence outperforms
the proposed scheme with joint-track equalization with close
to 3.7 dB difference at a target BER and BER for
channels and , respectively. This is an expected result
since equalization introduces noise coloration which is not
taken into account in the detection process.

Note that 2-D equalization techniques that eliminate the ITI
as described in [8] and [9] would offer performance improve-
ment compared to the schemes as described above. Neverthe-

Fig. 14. Simulation results for channel� (SUL, 1.7 Tb/in ).

Fig. 15. Simulation results for channel� (SUL, 1.7 Tb/in ).

less, as inputs, multiple 1-D waveforms rather than a single 1-D
waveform are required for 2-D equalization.

C. Computational Complexity

Here, we compare the detection complexity of the schemes
discussed above. The branch metric computations for the mod-
ified BCJR algorithm are more complex than the branch metric
computations for the Viterbi algorithm. Therefore, the computa-
tional complexity of the scheme that utilizes the modified BCJR
algorithm for optimal bit detection is substantially higher than
the scheme that utilizes the Viterbi algorithm if both schemes
work on the same detection trellis. For the recording density of
1 Tb/in , the scheme that utilizes optimal bit detection and the
scheme that utilizes ML symbol sequence detection that out-
puts the middle bit in each detected symbol work on the same
36-state trellis. Hence, the latter scheme has less computational
complexity.

The schemes that utilize a fixed PR target or optimized 1-D
equalizer/target coefficients, and the proposed scheme with
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joint-track equalization and the squared-Euclidean metric work
on a 4-state trellis. It is seen that these schemes have the same
total number of branches between all connected pairs of states
when the branches between each connected pair of states that
have the same noiseless channel outputs are merged. Therefore,
they require the same computational complexity for the branch
metric calculations between all pairs of connected states. In
these schemes, one comparison is made to select one branch
that accumulates the largest branch metric among parallel
branches between each pair of connected states. The branch
metric of the selected branch is added to the metric of the state
from which the selected branch stems. Then, among the paths
starting at different states, the path with the largest accumulated
metric is selected for every state. Note that the proposed scheme
with joint-track equalization and the squared-Euclidean metric
and the schemes that utilize a fixed PR target or optimized
1-D equalizer/target coefficients require the same number of
arithmetic operations. Therefore these schemes have the same
computational complexity.

The scheme that utilizes ML symbol sequence detection
that outputs the middle bit in each detected symbol works on
the 36-state trellis or on the 36 -state trellis depending on the
recording density. This scheme requires a substantially higher
number of arithmetic operations compared to the schemes
that utilize a 4-state trellis, namely the proposed scheme with
joint-track equalization and the schemes that utilize a fixed
PR target or optimized 1-D equalizer/target coefficients. Thus,
the scheme that utilizes ML symbol sequence detection that
outputs the middle bit in each detected symbol has higher
computational complexity compared to the proposed scheme
with joint-track equalization and the schemes that utilize a fixed
PR target or optimized 1-D equalizer/target coefficients.

The proposed scheme with joint-track equalization and the
modified branch metric also works on a 4-state trellis. Note
that the proposed scheme with joint-track equalization and
the modified branch metric has less total number of branches
between all pairs of connected states than the proposed scheme
with joint-track equalization and the squared-Euclidean metric
and the schemes that utilize a fixed PR target or optimized 1-D
equalizer/target coefficients. However, the proposed scheme
with joint-track equalization and the modified branch metric
requires more arithmetic operations for the total number of
branch metric calculations. Overall, it has higher computational
complexity compared to the proposed scheme with joint-track
equalization and the squared-Euclidean metric and the schemes
that utilize a fixed PR target or with optimized 1-D equal-
izer/target coefficients.

VI. CONCLUSION

We considered a joint-track equalization procedure and com-
pared several different detection and equalization methods for
bit patterned media (BPM) recording channels. For the spe-
cial case of a symmetric channel response matrix, we presented
a maximum-likelihood (ML) bit sequence detector using the
Viterbi algorithm with the modified branch metric. We proposed
a scheme that utilizes the joint-track equalization technique fol-
lowed by the Viterbi detector. The proposed scheme with a 3

3 target choice where the corner entries set equal to zero and
the middle entry set equal to 1 outperforms the scheme of the
same complexity that utilizes one-dimensional (1-D) equaliza-

tion with a fixed partial-response (PR) target [7]. The perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme with joint-track equalization and
the scheme with optimized 1-D equalizer/target coefficients is
comparable to that of the much more complex schemes utilizing
optimal bit detection or optimal symbol sequence detection for
recording densities of 1 Tb/in and 1.2 Tb/in . However, the
proposed scheme with joint-track equalization performs signifi-
cantly better compared to the scheme with optimized 1-D equal-
izer/target coefficients in the presence of high level of inter-track
interference (ITI). With increasing recording densities, the per-
formance gap between the scheme that utilizes optimal symbol
sequence detection and the schemes with equalization increases
due to the noise coloration after equalization. Therefore, a noise
whitening process or targets that introduce less noise coloration
before detection are required.
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